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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
Dearest Delegates,
Welcome to H-MUN III! My name is Aman Arain and I am a rising Senior attending the
University of Chicago Laboratory Schools and I am thrilled to be your chair this summer for the
Nigerian Cabinet. I have been doing crisis committees throughout high school and I hope that
my experience will be able to foster a spirited committee environment providing educational
value, lively competition, and most importantly, excitement and fun. My goal is that every
delegate walks away from the conference with a better understanding of the issues that Nigeria
faces today, increased confidence, and stronger leadership skills. Last year at H-MUN, I was the
Crisis Director of the conference, and the year before that I was a delegate to DISEC, the only
committee that year.
In 2020, many world issues are disregarded by American media. From the proxy wars in the
Middle East to the coronavirus spread in China, American news outlets fail to stress the
importance of global events until it’s too late. Since the scramble for Africa in the 18th and 19th
centuries, the historiography of the region has been skewed and current events have been given
little to no attention in the West. In reality, Nigeria, the greatest economic power in Africa, is
filled with complex, layered issues and the future of the region is reliant on the decisions of this
cabinet. From the insurgency of Boko Haram to the infrastructural deficiencies throughout the
country, there are many issues to tackle. And while President Buhari has stressed a zero
tolerance policy for corruption, it continues to be an issue.
As your chair, I will primarily be considering the knowledge of the topic that you bring to
committee. Since this is a cabinet simulation, the amount of research you do is paramount to
your success at the conference. While this background guide will be a helpful start, it will be
essential to research elsewhere in some capacity, especially on the policy and background of
your character. This cabinet will be a fast-paced committee, so creative, complex solutions must
be swiftly created in order to address the given crisis. I believe that thorough research coupled
with an ability to push your solutions through committee will allow every delegate to succeed.
Solutions must be detailed and thorough in order to create compelling directives. The small
environment of a cabinet is not for the faint of heart.
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It will leave no room for back-of-the-room delegates, and the intensity of the debate will
provide a platform for the brightest stars to shine. However, you have decided to partake in a
Model UN conference over the summer, showing that you have the drive necessary to compete
at the highest level. Even though H-MUN will have to be held online this year, my expectations
remain high for you. I have confidence that you can help make this virtual experience as close
to an in-person simulation as possible. While we will try to make it intense, I’m hoping to make
every delegate’s experience enjoyable and memorable, furthering your capacity to speak on
global issues and enhance creative problem-solving skills.
Since this is the first year H-MUN will be using crisis notes, I would also like to address them.
The committee’s primary objective will be to pass directives as a cabinet, but each individual
delegate will also have the ability to pass personal directives, or crisis notes, to enhance their
own personal power. I encourage you to do a little research on how to use these crisis notes to
craft an arc for your character. While your personal arc should have some form of realism, the
best think outside the box, creatively furthering the character’s personal agenda and creating
crises that get brought to the attention of the whole committee. Nothing is too outlandish.
Anything is fair game IF properly planned, thoroughly detailed, and well-executed. Each
delegate can use their crisis notes and have an equally strong effect on the committee as the dais
and crisis team. While you should have fun with your arcs, I also expect a seamless integration
of your personal crisis notes with in-committee directives. Predict where the committee will go
and build an arc to complement how you will approach it. I also expect detailed, creative, and
jaw-dropping crisis ideas. My Crisis Director and I will only accept carefully-crafted crisis arcs.
If you have one, it will almost certainly be accepted; if you’re lazy with your crisis ideas, be
prepared for rejection.
Ok, here’s a little more about myself. Besides participating in the school MUN team, I am also
the President of the Mock Trial team, a Peer Facilitator of discussions surrounding diversity,
equity, and inclusion, and a builder and programmer for our FTC robotics team. Outside of
school, I love to play sports and listen to music. I will debate you on any NBA or NFL topic or
on what that best Kanye West album is. I am also especially interested in economics and global
politics.
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I look forward to meeting you all and hearing more about your plans to help Nigeria. Please do
not hesitate to reach out to me at aarain.hinsdalemun@gmail.com with any questions about the
committee, crisis notes, or anything else. I cannot wait to see what plans you’ve cooked up, and
best of luck to all of you!
Sincerely,

Aman Arain
Chair of the Nigerian Cabinet, 2020
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COMMITTEE POWERS
The Federal Republic of Nigeria
declared independence from British colonial
rule in 1960, and it has since grown into the
biggest economic power in Africa. The British
facilitated construction of a parliamentary
government in which they continued to have
partial control. Three prominent native groups,
the Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba, have maintained
their roots in the country, transforming their
historical significance into political
prevalence.1 These groups created multiple
political parties throughout the nation with
polarizing political agendas leading Nigeria to
military rule and civil war. Until 1999, the
government was intermittently controlled by
various military regimes representing one of
the three major tribes.2 The structure of the
government is a three-branch system, similar
to the United States. Conventionally, each of
the 36 states in Nigeria is represented in the
cabinet, although there are only 19 ministries
and a Federal minister is occasionally
responsible for more than one ministry (ex.
Environment and Housing may be grouped
together), or the President takes direct control
of a key ministry such as Petroleum
Resources. To ensure representation from each
state, a Minister is often assisted by one or
more Ministers of State.3
When Buhari was constructing his
presidential cabinet in 2015, he had a few
goals in mind. His primary focuses when
1.
2.
3.
4.

choosing the cabinet members were security,
the economy, unemployment, and corruption.
He has also been a big advocate of unity
within the government, and he has attempted
to bridge geographical differences and party
lines through his cabinet picks in order to
create a more successful government.4 He has
also appointed a diverse set of cabinet
members in terms of career and background.
While some are career politicians, he has also
included those from academia or business. The
cabinet does, however, suffer from lack of
gender diversity with only a small handful of
female cabinet members. This is undoubtedly
an obstacle in the Nigerian path towards
gender equality.
Due to the economic rush that Nigeria
has experienced since the extreme rise in oil
prices, it has begun to grow into a much
stronger international force. While Nigeria has
constructed fascinating international
relationships and has built a strong voice in the
international community, the duty of the
cabinet to construct a plan that will first and
foremost address the domestic Nigerian crises.
While it is the responsibility of the delegates to
remain on policy during the conference in
order to maintain a sense of realism, it is
necessary to find ideal solutions to create
immediate action in order to succeed in this
setting.

https://www.vanguardngr.com/2015/04/why-my-cabinet-will-be-small-president-elect-buhari/
https://www.britannica.com/place/Nigeria/Military-regimes-1983-99
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/nigeria/government.htm
https://www.vanguardngr.com/2015/04/why-my-cabinet-will-be-small-president-elect-buhari/
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CURRENT SITUATION
I. Boko Haram
The Nigerian neo-Islam terrorist group
named Boko Haram was founded in 2002 but
didn’t become a significant power until 2009.
Mohammed Yusuf, Boko Haram’s founder,
started Boko Haram in Maiduguri. He created
a religious education system that attracted
many of Nigeria’s poor Muslim population.
The idea that the system instilled was the
creation of an Islamic state. Yusuf continually
attacked the police and government in his
teachings which led to an increase of
participation from unemployed youth. For the
next seven years, Boko Haram continued to
draw more supporters and build its reputation
peacefully. The government repeatedly ignored

warnings that the group appeared to be
planning a violent uprising.

In 2008 the government finally caved to the
warnings and sent out a police force to
investigate a potential operation the group was
planning. In July 2008, police forces arrested
nine Boko Haram members who were working
on a project codenamed “Operation Flush”.
The police confiscated rifles and bomb-making
items from the members. After the arrests,
widespread police revenge riots occurred. In
July 2009, a military task-force was deployed
and killed nearly 700 people, most of the Boko
Haram members. The military also left a large
wake of destruction, decimating churches,
schools, and homes. During the military
counterattack, Yusuf was captured and died
while trying to escape. After Yusuf’s death,
Abubakar Shekau became Boko Haram’s new
leader.
In 2010, under Shekau, Boko Haram
committed a rash of bombings as well as
jailbreaks to free members. In 2011, Boko
Haram bombed several police stations as well
as the Nigerian United Nations headquarters.
This act of international violence brought
several nations into the fight against Boko
Haram, such as the United States. After the
UN bombing, the FBI was deployed and made
their presence known in Nigeria. The conflict
came to an even larger scale in 2012 when
members of Boko Haram staged a violent
rebellion that proceeded with little
governmental resistance.
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
The Boko Haram conflict escalated and spread
into 3 of Nigeria’s neighboring nations: Chad,
Niger, and Cameroon. Boko Haram continued
to escalate the conflict and kidnapped 7 French
tourists. They also kidnapped 8 French citizens
in Cameroon, holding their victims for ransom
both times. Throughout the year 2013 over 130
villages were attacked and held by Boko
Haram.
The first incident in 2014 involving
Boko Haram was the Chibok schoolgirl
kidnapping. Boko Haram kidnapped 276
schoolgirls intending to sell them into slavery.
However, over 50 of them escaped. The rest
were in the custody of Boko Haram from April
to October. There was supposed to be a peace
agreement with the release of the girls
following in October. Shekau announced the
day after the supposed meeting that no such
event had taken place and that all the girls had
been forced into marriage. The marriages were
never confirmed and it was heavily suspected
that the announcement was a scheme by the
President to gain popularity for the upcoming
election that was to take place. Eventually,
Boko Haram released a few girls they were
holding captive, however, the return for the
girls was not graceful. Most girls faced
skepticism and rejection from their
communities due to the stigma around the
actions imposed on them. Cameroon was
continuously hammered with violence

and refugees throughout 2014 as well. In July,
the deputy prime minister’s village was
attacked and several people were killed, with
several more injured. The deputy prime
minister’s wife was also abducted along with
another important Cameroonian family. In
October, the deputy prime minister’s wife was
released and the Cameroonian government
denied paying any ransom. Boko Haram took
control and held the town of Gwoza and used
it to increase their presence in areas around the
border. Between May and July, over 8,000
Nigerian refugees came to Cameroon. The
total number of refugees reached 180,000 by
the end of the year. During 2014, Boko Haram
made its largest expansions and held its
largest-ever total land.
Arguably, Boko Haram’s most
aggressive years were 2015 and 2016. These
years saw an enormous increase in suicide
bombings led by Boko Haram. This was the
last period that Boko Haram was on the
offensive. Within the first 3 months of the
calendar year two major massacres, one in
Baga, after which many officers were courtmartialed for their lack of reaction, and one in
Fotokol, Chad, where over 80 civilians were
killed. During March, Shekau announced an
alliance he formed with ISIL, another radical
Islamic terrorist group. On March 24, 2015,
Boko Haram took 400 female hostages from
the Nigerian city Damasak.
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
During the year 2015, there were over 1,000
deaths due to Boko Haram in Nigeria alone,
probably thousands more including casualties
from Chad, Niger, and Cameroon.
January 2016 saw one of the most
horrific and terrifying crimes by Boko Haram:
a quadruple suicide bombing that killed over
30 people Bodo, Cameroon. However, the
group calmed down significantly during the
second quarter of the year, according to John
Hopkins University, “Boko Haram killed 244
people in the second quarter – the lowest
quarterly figure for five years.” Another blow
came to Boko Haram in August 2016, ISIL
announced that they had appointed a new
leader, Abu-Musab al-Barnawi. Shekau was
not pleased with this decision and vowed to
fight the new leader, making his allegiance to
former ISIL leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. On
August 23, the Nigerian army launched an
aerial attack on a Boko Haram base. Among
those presumed dead was the leader of Boko
Haram, Abubakar Shekau.
Boko Haram focused on their fear
tactics in the opening months of 2017.
UNICEF reported 27 child suicide bombings
within the first quarter of the year. This was an
increase from the previous year's annual total
of 30. Throughout 2017, Boko Haram
continued to war with civilians and the newly
formed Civilian Joint Task Forces. The year of
2018 brought continued kidnappings, starting

with another schoolgirl kidnapping in March.
One-hundred and ten girls were kidnapped
from a school in Nigeria and 5 were killed the
same day. Nearly all of the girls were released
a month later after the Nigerian government
paid a large ransom for their release. It became
clear in 2018 that Boko Haram was conserving
their resources and downsizing to focusing
mostly on Nigeria. During 2019, there were
several, smaller-scale attacks, one near the
Nigerian army chief of staff’s home, and
another in Chad. There were several more
massacres, but none of the same magnitude
previously seen by Boko Haram. It was
suspected the group was taking time to gain
more resources and new members during 2018
and 2019.
This year has seen an increase in
attacks by Boko Haram, with four major
bombings so far, and an ambush on the
military. Boko Haram has also returned to
several nations that remained relatively
untouched during 2018 and 2019, such as
Chad and Cameroon. The COVID-19 crisis
has crippled the group slightly, but could also
serve as a perfect time to create new chaos.
With law enforcement impaired, and many
people becoming poorer than they already are,
the coronavirus could prove to help the group.

II. COVID-19
The first tested case of COVID-19 in
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
Nigeria was confirmed on February 27, 2020.
However, it is expected that this was not the
first case to take root in the country, as Nigeria
was late to receive and distribute testing kits.
The case was given to a Nigerian citizen by a
person traveling from Italy who had COVID
caused by SARS.
Before the first case reached Nigeria,
the country had already strengthened security
at its 5 main airports. The CDC had set up and
prepared for a case and had an incident system
for the situation. On March 9, the second case
was confirmed, a person who had contacted
the first case. On the 17th the third case was
confirmed by yet another traveler returning
from the United Kingdom. By April 4, there
were 1,182 cases in Nigeria.
As it stood, Nigeria was poorly
prepared for an outbreak of COVID-19, as
they were listed among the 13 African
countries that stood at the greatest risk for the
virus by WHO. Because of this, they received
more supplies and money, allowing them to
test thousands of people per day right out of
the gate. However, a majority of the population
lives in slums, where up to 30 people are
crammed into a house, making it impossible to
social distance, essentially causing every
person who got it to infect multiple others.
Since the initial outbreak, there has
been little done in Nigeria to combat the
COVID-19 outbreak, as it has fallen out of
focus due to overshadowing by much larger
countries.

III. Nigerian Government
After the Nigerian Constitution was
written in 1999, the Nigerian government’s
executive power is in full control of the
president, with an election system very similar
to the United States electoral process. There is
both a house of representatives and a senate
for Nigeria as well, however, each state elects
ten people to serve in the house for four-year
terms. The officials tend to be corrupt and
easily buyable. Although anybody 18 or older
can vote, many tend not to due to the low level
of education and lack of representation from
representatives. The Nigerian legal system is
separated into 3 different types of law, statute
law, customary law, and Islamic law.
Customary cases tend to be concerned with
family issues, such as custody and divorce
cases. Islamic law cases are any that involve
the Sharīʿah law. Statute law is very similar to
colonial British law and handles a majority of
cases in the country. Similar to the United
States, federal legislation trumps state
legislation whenever a conflict is apparent.
The Nigerian police force is generally
inefficient and ineffective for several reasons.
Most officers are poorly educated, poorly
housed, and poorly paid. This combination
makes the police force highly corruptible. The
large success of Boko Haram is due partially to
the lack of initial opposition the group faced
from law enforcers, usually as a result of
bribes.
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
B o k o H a r a m ’s p r o g r e s s i n g
radicalization eventually led to suppression
operations by the Nigerian military forces
along with the summary execution of its leader
Mohammed Yusuf. After its unexpected
resurgence which was accompanied by
increasingly planned, sophisticated attacks, but
progressing in 2011 to include suicide
bombings of police and official buildings as
well as the United Nations office located in
Abuja. Furthermore, the election defeat of
former military dictator Muhammadu Buhari
extended already present ethnoreligious
political tensions because it broke the terms of
a tactic agreement that the presidency would
after two terms of office between candidates
from the Muslim north and the Christian south.
Boko Haram responded by a campaign of
violence that culminated in a succession of
bombings across the nation on Christmas Day.
After a state emergency was declared, smallscale attacks on Christians and members of the
Igbo ethnic group continued leading to
hundreds fleeing. In the city of Kano, they
carried out by far their most deadly action yet,
assaults on police buildings, killing 190. The
attacks constituted a combined use of car
bombs, suicide bombers, and IEDs, supported
by uniformed gunmen.
In response, Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch issued reports that were
extensively quoted by government agencies
and the media,

based on research administered over the course
of the conflict in the most detrimentally
affected areas of the country. The NGOs were
critical of both security forces and Boko
Haram. HRW stated "Boko Haram should
immediately cease all attacks, and threats of
attacks, that cause loss of life, injury, and
destruction of property. The Nigerian
government should take urgent measures to
address the human rights abuses that have
helped fuel the violent militancy". The 2012
US Department of State Country Report on
Human Rights Practices also highlighted the
issue. Although the Nigerian government
established a state emergency in 2012, that
only led to an increase in security force abuses
and militant attacks In the initial years of the
conflict, most Western states withdrew from
any interference since they viewed Boko
Haram as a problem specific to Nigeria. Boko
Haram's members regarded the charismatic
Salafi preacher Muhammad Yusuf, who
adamantly denounced Western-style education.
He taught his disciples to detest nefarious,
secular governance while also encouraging
strategic ties to the city’s elites. When in 2009,
conflicts between Boko Haram members and
policemen intensified into numerous days of
armed uprising in Maiduguri, the Nigerian
government did not waver to brutally crush the
rebellion. This left hundreds dead—including
Yusuf himself, who was executed in police
custody. The succeeding evolution of the
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS (cont.)
conflict can be approximately classified into
three principal aspects.

I. "Emergence of guerilla warfare
and an ineffective initial response
(2010–2012)"
Although the Nigerian government
falsely believed that this conflict had passed
due to their strict crackdown, Boko Haram reemerged in 2010 under the leadership of
Abubakar Shekau, bringing about sporadic
attacks across the northeast. Its surreptitious
tactics steadily grew more sophisticated, but
unfortunately, the Nigerian government was
late to realize the magnitude of this crisis.
Then-president Goodluck Jonathan alternately
labeled Boko Haram a terrorist organization
with relations to foreign jihadist channels. In
doing so he layed a poor ground for a narrow
counterterrorism response. Not too long after,
Western governments accompanied Nigeria in
declaring Boko Haram a foreign terrorist
organization. While the aforementioned
classification had a limited instantaneous
impact on the ground, it undermined the
plausibility of a political solution to the
escalating crisis. In recent years it has
additionally hindered U.S. assistance for
reintegration programs.

II. "Expanding territorial control and
military setbacks (2013-2014)” (2010–
2012)"

In 2013, the Nigerian military
strengthened its operations facing Boko
Haram. Yet its chaotic tactics failed to
diminish the group’s potential and profoundly
estranged the region’s noncombat population.
Furthermore, a state of emergency imposed on
Borno, Yobe, and the Adamawa States only
deepened the cycle of violence. In high-level
statements and meetings, both the U.S. and
European governments stressed the need to
improve civilian protection and address the
root causes of violence. Notwithstanding those
signals, Jonathan launched more security aid
while downplaying the extent of dysfunction
inside the Nigerian military and the worsening
humanitarian disaster. As a result, the bilateral
relationship between the United States and
Nigeria deteriorated. In April 2014, Boko
Haram kidnapped 276 female students from
the town of Chibok. This made worldwide
headlines, demanding more comprehensive
policy consideration to this crisis. Several
Western governments—including the United
States—extended technological support and
intelligence-sharing. The U.S. The State
Department formed a Nigeria Planning and
Operations Group used technical and regional
experts as well as a military connection to plan
and coordinate speedy responses to the crisis.
Nevertheless, tensions over human rights
violations by Nigerian security forces hindered
greater cooperation, even as Boko Haram
expanded its control of the northeastern
countryside.
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III. "Regionalization and return to
clandestine tactics (2015–present)”
In early 2015, amid Nigeria’s election
period, a modernized armed offensive
launched obtaining momentum against the
organization. The Multinational Joint Task
Force (MNTJF)—a loose coalition of troops
from Benin, Cameroon, Chad, Niger, and
Nigeria—won most of the regions earlier
seized by Boko Haram. Counterinsurgency
movements triggered the current tides of
displacement. Pushed from the countryside
into military-controlled camps in urban
centers, civilians were left distraught. With
Buhari’s inauguration in May 2015, relations
between the Nigerian government and Western
partners improved, opening the door to
increases in Western security assistance—
including the deployment of U.S. and British
military advisers and the sale of light attack
aircraft in 2017. Boko Haram’s decline has
been uneven during these past three years. As
the rebels were thrust back into more remote
rural areas, they regressed to earlier sporadic
tactics, relying on guerilla-style strikes and
suicide bombings. Nigerian defense has
grappled to consolidate authority across rural
areas and defend public centers from these
sporadic attacks. The group has broken into
two principal parties: a bigger faction led by
Abu Musab al-Barnawi now marks itself as the
Islamic State West Africa Province (ISWAP)
while Abubakar Shekau still leads a group of

militants under the group’s former name,
Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad
(JAS). Throughout 2018, ISWAP has only
extended and grown in Borno, reportedly even
recapturing several towns near Lake Chad
earlier commanded by the Nigerian military.
While some areas—particularly in Adamawa
State, Yobe State, and southern Borno—have
hence observed more elevated protection, the
arrival of relocated communities, yet other
parts of Borno State continue to cope with
continuing aggressive military enforcement
and humanitarian crisis circumstances.
The attacks of Boko Haram have led to the
displacement of 2.3 million people since May
2013. It has led to 250,000 Nigerians to flee
their country and take refuge in Cameroon,
Chad, or Niger. Their unrestricted corruption
in the security services and human rights
abuses have limited much effort to counter
their unrest. In mid-2014, Boko Haram
militants gained control of an estimated 20,000
square miles of territory in their home state of
Borno. Seven months after Boko Haram’s
leader, Abubakar Shekau pledges allegiance to
the Islamic State of Iraq and Levant the
Director of Information at the Defence
Headquarters of Nigeria announced that all
Boko Haram camps had been demolished but
attacks from the group still continue. Even
though major military campaigns in 2015–
2016 were successful in degrading the group’s
territorial control, Boko Haram has
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS (cont.)
demonstrated notably versatile tactics. As
security conditions developed in late 2016 and
early 2017, the tactics of the Nigerian
government, as well as its global partners,
started changing toward stabilization. The
Nigerian government issued the Buhari Plan,
which outlines its post-conflict recovery
priorities in the northeast including emergency
aid to stabilization and early return. A regional
stabilization strategy developed by the African
Union and Lake Chad Basin Commission was
established in 2018. These programs wished to
set the ground for a transition to longer-term
development. Moreover, in March 2017, the
U.S. government finalized a strategy for
countering Boko Haram. It sought to ensure
local jurisdictions and global allies are “able to
address specific regional and community-level
conditions that are drivers of conflict and that
make communities vulnerable to violent
extremist groups.” Near the end of 2018, there
was again a rise in attacks in Nigeria’s Borno
State. In 2019 Boko Haram faced decline and
loss of territory it once controlled. From the
very beginning of this crisis, Nigeria’s
international partners warned that Boko Haram
is unpropitious to be defeated solely on the
battlefield and adamantly emphasized the
necessity of a multidimensional response that
tackles the drivers of instability in the region.
These drivers would include persistent frailties
in service delivery, fraudulent governance, and
environmental degradation.

Yet, the discernment of insufficient leverage
beyond Nigerian counterparts restricted access
to the nation’s northeast. Response to the crisis
shaped by the U.S.-led Global War on Terror
limited donors’ focus on these governance
dimensions. Essentially, international
assistance arrived late as well as the fact that
donors grappled to distinguish viable
counterparts for stabilization programs.
Consequently, efforts focused on strengthening
regional military efforts and reacting to the
humanitarian crisis. Nonetheless, a shift
toward stabilization has provoked resistance.
Humanitarian aid groups claim that this aid
comes far too early as the conflict is
continuous. They emphasize the point that
hundreds of thousands of people still reside
beyond the reach of basic emergency
assistance. The fear stems from the suspicion
that the stabilization attempts are operating
into the hands of Nigerian officials. These
authorities seem eager to maintain a return to
normality and a shift to long-term
development assistance while downplaying
continuous crisis situations. The difference
between “stabilization” and “countering
violent extremism” also arises as unclear
because donors are proceeding with
comparable ventures in the shadow of these
two titles. In approaching this confusion, the
U.S. government in 2018 published an
interagency Stabilization Assistance Review
(SAR), which sets a U.S. government-wide
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS (cont.)
explanation of the term. It clearly identifies
fundamental systems for efficient stabilization
procedures. It employs the SAR’s definition of
stabilization as “an integrated civilian-military
process to create conditions where locally
legitimate authorities and systems can
peaceably manage conflict and prevent a
resurgence of violence.” The stabilization
motions funded, focus specifically on
community-based programs. In northeastern
Nigeria, donor-funded local stabilization
programs have centered on the following
priorities: “strengthening local- and state-level
conflict prevention and community security
mechanisms to help communities prevent and
solve emerging conflicts and tensions;
rehabilitating civilian infrastructure and basic
services to strengthen government legitimacy
and responsiveness to citizen needs; and
supporting the reintegration of former fighters,
civilian militia, and those associated with
insurgent groups, as well as local-level social
cohesion more broadly, with a long-term view
toward social healing and reconciliation.”
While these three categories and the associated
theories of change outlined do not at all grasp
the full scope and subtleties of subsisting
plans, they do happen to indicate the
prevailing approaches among significant
foreign contributors.

IV. “Strengthening Local Conflict
Prevention And Resolution
Mechanisms”

Across the northeast, international
donors have classified reviving local-level
conflict restraint and resolution tools as a
fundamental preference. In order to
accomplish this goal, they have designed plans
for communities to adequately articulate their
interests and demands to government
administrators and protection agencies while
preparing the latter to attend to these affairs.
Moreover, the crises have minimized the
jurisdiction of conventional and religious
leaders, who have historically performed basic
conflict resolution functions. Multiple deserted
their communities during the conflict and
others were deliberately targeted by guerrillas
for resisting to cooperate. Community elders
have beheld their power questioned by youth
militia produced through the conflict.
Collectively, these branches have produced a
regional leadership vacuum. In response,
several donors—including the UK Department
for International Development (DFID), the
European Union (EU), and the U.S.
Department of State—have financed
“upstream conflict prevention” plans centered
on promoting exchange and coordination
among communities, local authorities, and
security leads. These programs draw together
civilians and security personnel to observe,
record, and review local protection queries and
collectively prepare replies, and implement
education for community officials and
members in peaceful dispute resolution.
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS (cont.)
Additional programs have formulated lasting
forums and message channels over various
levels of governance. Several incorporate a
distinct center on integrating women and girls
into analyses of safety tests and developing
reporting on gender-based brutality. Some
programs, including DFID’s Nigeria Stability
and Reconciliation Programme (NSRP) and its
follow-up, the EU-funded Managing Conflict
in North East Nigeria program, further
emphasize state-level forums tasked with
undertaking difficulties that appear past the
local level. These programs are an essential
way to link the gaps within Nigeria’s often
competing security institutions, including the
army, the National Police Service, the Nigeria
Security and Civil Defence Corps, the Federal
Road Safety Corps, and the CJTF.

V. “Restoring Civilian Administration
And Services”
A second priority for resolution has
been the restoration of essential services and
civilian administration to conflict-affected
communities. Northeastern Nigeria had the
most abysmal human development warnings in
the country even before the Boko Haram
insurgency.
Eight years of unfathomable
destruction and violence have additionally
ravaged the region’s social infrastructure: “45
percent of all health facilities have been
destroyed, as well as an estimated 75 percent
of all water and sanitation infrastructures;

damages to schools have left 2.9 million
children without access to education.”
a. Restoring services to build trust in
government
First, the restoration of local
government and basic service delivery will
improve the lost confidence of citizens in
government and better perceptions of state
responsiveness. Current reports imply that
government indifference and limited assistance
preparation across the northeast held as key
determinants in motivating community support
for Boko Haram. Reviving services to foster
cooperation and accountability has been a key
factor of consideration.
Secondly, leading service rehabilitation
work should center on citizen participation.
Only by connecting communities in decision
making throughout local services and
development priorities, programs will be able
to foster greater social cohesion and
government accountability. This strategy is
postulated on the idea that unaccountable,
corrupt government lies at the root of this
issue. Survey research commissioned by
USAID observed that across many LGAs in
northeastern Nigeria, citizens—particularly
women or youth—feel powerless and unable
to address local government officials and a
feeling of improper treatment.
b. Providing services to counter violent
extremism
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS (cont.)
Third, there is an intense focus on countering
violent extremism. The accelerating progress
of ISWAP has increased U.S. efforts to utilize
targeted service provision as a means of
countering recruitment. ISWAP has sought to
gain the support of local communities by
digging wells, providing fertilizer, seeds, and
pastures for herders. Since September 2017,
USAID has moved to a more targeted method
intended to deny radicals the space to function.
These programs center on community-level
mediations to discuss the demands of those
who are at risk of recruitment. It aims to
propose a well-defined alternative to violent
extremist groups by building boreholes,
offering livelihood support and cash transfers,
and restoring market places, amongst other
priorities.

VI. Supporting Reintegration And
Social Cohesion
The third level of mediation centers on
reintegrating those who previously partook in
extremist groups back into their respective
communities, securing the amicable
reconciliation of local disputes, as well as
ensuring opportunities for youth who
participated in resistance militia during the
crises. These programs are made in the hope
that they will effectively reintegrate those
affected back into society by attempting to
ensure that they don't fall back into their
previous situation, therefore, actively

contributing to the betterment of their
communities. There are two principal reasons
why the reintegration of ex Boko Haram
members has become a key global priority.
First, due to the uncertainty of negotiating a
peace agreement, incentivizing rehabilitation
has surfaced as a possible tool to reduce the
spread of violent extremist groups. Second,
individuals who've returned to their
communities have often been met with
stigmatization, suspicion, and even violence.
Stigmatization also affects families of women
and girls abducted by Boko Haram, those who
were residing in Boko Haram–controlled
areas, and children born out of forced
marriages within the group. Consequently,
there is an understandable suspicion that when
Boko Haram members return to their
communities and are met with a lack of
acceptance they might succumb to violence.
There are two specific ways in which
International Donors have responded to these
concerns. First, they have openly backed the
Nigerian government’s small-scale defector
program Operation Safe Corridor, which
advocates for repentant low-level combatants.
A d d i t i o n a l l y, t h e y h a v e s u s t a i n e d a
rehabilitation center in Maiduguri for women
and girls previously associated with Boko
Haram. USAID, the International Organization
for Migration, and the UN Development
Program (UNDP)—have continuously
operated with the Nigerian government to
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS (cont.)
develop a legal and policy structure to
supervise further reintegration efforts.
Secondly, at the local level, they have financed
plans that attempt to implement psychosocial
and livelihood aid to Boko Haram victims and
returnees as well as bridge intercommunal
barriers. Community dialogues and family
support concourses, immediate assistance to
returnees (especially women and girls
abducted by Boko Haram), education for
community leaders on settlement and conflict
resolution, and broadcasting programs that
aspire to generate attention for the
reintegration process are amongst many efforts
attempting to bridge this divide.

https://lakechadberlin.de/wp-eb6f4-content/uploads/2018/09/ENG-001-CO-HOSTS-OUTCOME-STATEMENT-FINAL-2.pdf.
https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/05/03/stabilizing-northeast-nigeria-after-boko-haram-pub-79042
https://odihpn.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/he-70-web.pdf.
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/crisis%20prevention/UNDP_FamineStudy_Nigeria.PDF.
https://devtracker.dfid.gov.uk/projects/GB-GOV-1-300309.
“Conflict Analysis of Northeast Nigeria,” Feed the Future Nigeria Livelihoods Project, September 2017.
https://info.undp.org/docs/pdc/Documents/NGA/UNDP_Prodoc_Integrated_Community_Stabilization_and_Resillience_Programme.pdf.
https://devtracker.dfid.gov.uk/projects/GB-GOV-1-300309/documents.
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-nigeria-security/islamic-state-ally-stakes-out-territory-around-lake-chad-idUKKBN1I006L.
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GUIDING QUESTIONS
1.

How can Nigeria prevent Boko Haram from taking advantage of COVID-19
to regain power?

2.

How can Nigeria garner more support for their attempt to slow COVID-19?

3.

How can the economic prosperity of the government be shared with the
impoverished general population?

4.

What can be done to eradicate Boko Haram?

5.

What can be done to reduce corruption in the police and army?

6.

How can housing situations be improved throughout Nigeria?

7.

How can Nigeria protect its citizens from Boko Haram?
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CABINET POSITIONS
Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development - Sabo Nanono
Sabo Nanono is from Kano, Nigeria. He studied in America, earning degrees from Harvard
University and University of Wisconsin Madison. He then became a University Lecturer, a civil
servant, and a banker, rising to Managing Director of the African International Bank in 1995. He also
became a Fellow of the Institute of Management Consultants of Nigeria before being appointed into
Buhari’s cabinet.

Minister of Communication - Ali Isa Pantami
Dr. Ali Isa Pantami has served as lecturer of Information Technologies at various universities around
the world. Before his appointment as Minister of Communication, Pantami served as DirectorGeneral of the National Information Technology Development Agency in Nigeria.

Minister of Defence - Bashir Salihi Magashi
Bashir Salihi Magashi is a retired Nigerian Army Major General and current Defence Minister of
Nigeria. He was appointed Governor of Sokoto State from August 1990 to January 1992 during the
military regime of General Ibrahim Babangida. He was appointed Nigeria's Minister of Defence by
President Buhari on August 21, 2019.

Minister of Communication - Ali Isa Pantami
Dr. Ali Isa Pantami has served as lecturer of Information Technologies at various universities around
the world. Before his appointment as Minister of Communication, Pantami served as DirectorGeneral of the National Information Technology Development Agency in Nigeria.

Minister of Education - Adamu Adamu
Adamu Adamu is a Nigerian accountant, writer, former journalist, and public analyst. Before his
appointment as Minister of Education, he was the secretary of Buhari's transition committee. He was
reappointed on August 21, 2019 as Minister of Education by President Buhari. Before his
appointment, Adamu wrote backpage column for Media Trust's titles and often syndicated by many
news outlets including London-based Crescent International.

Minister of Communication - Ali Isa Pantami
Dr. Ali Isa Pantami has served as lecturer of Information Technologies at various universities around
the world. Before his appointment as Minister of Communication, Pantami served as DirectorGeneral of the National Information Technology Development Agency in Nigeria.
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Minister of Environment - Muhammad Mahmood Abubakar
Mahmood Muhammad Abubakar was a Microbiologist from Kaduna, Nigeria. He has served in
various environmental associations in Nigeria, the United States, and as part of the United Nations.
He was also a significant contributor to President Buhari’s campaign for office.

Minister of Federal Capital Territory - Mohammed Musa Bello
Mohammad Musa Bello is a banker and Nigerian politician. He has worked for ICON merchant
banks and served as director of Habib Banking PLC. He had served in various governmental
positions before being appointed to Buhari’s cabinet in 2015. His latest position was as Chairman of
the National Hajj Commission of Nigeria.

Minister of Finance, Budget and National Planning - Zainab Ahmed
Zainab Ahmed is an accountant by profession, appointed as Minister of Finance, Budget and
National Planning in 2018 by President Buhari. Ahmed was the immediate past executive secretary
and national coordinator of the Nigeria Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI).
Ahmed has served the Nigerian public in various high ranking positions, including as managing
director of the Kaduna State of Nigeria’s investment company, and also the Chief Finance Officer of
the Nigeria mobile telecommunications company.

Minister of Foreign Affairs - Geoffrey Onyeama
Onyeama began his career as a Research Officer in the Nigerian Law Reform Commission Lagos He
then worked as a lawyer in Enugu, Nigeria. He joined the World Intellectual Property Organization
and quickly rose through the ranks to become Deputy Director General for the Development Sector
before his appointment to Minister of Foreign Affairs by President Muhammadu Buhari.

Minister of Humanitarian Affairs, Disaster Management and Social
Development - Sadiya Umar Faruk
Farouk is seen to be one of the closest ministers in the current cabinet and many refer to her as a
"super minister." Her relationship with President Buhari dates back to Buhari's days as the leader and
presidential candidate of the defunct Congress for Progressives Change, when Farouk was the
national treasurer of CPC and later national treasurer of the All Progressives Congress.

Minister of Industry, Trade and Investment - Richard Adeniyi Adebayo
Adebayo is currently a top chieftain of the All Progressives Congress, APC, and has extensive
experience in a wide range of disputes & legal and advisory work. His more notable achievements
have been in the areas of project finance, oil and gas, contract procurement and business facilitation.
He is also a member of the Nigerian and International Bar Associations.
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Minister of Information and Culture - Lai Mohammed
Alhaji Lai Mohammed is a businessman and served as the Chairman of Optmedia Limited, a
subsidiary of Afromedia Plc. He then served as a Director of Afromedia PLC. Alhaji Mohammed is
also a fellow of the Nigerian Institute of Public Relations and worked as Public Relations Officer for
almost 10 years with the Nigerian Airport Authority.

Minister of Interior - Rauf Aregbesola
Aregbesola was a ranking member of the Alliance for Democracy in Nigeria. Aregbesola was later
appointed the Commissioner of Works and Infrastructure, which included supervision of the Public
Works Corporation and the State Electricity Board. There he oversaw a large investment in road
infrastructure in the state.

Minister of Justice, Attorney General - Abubakar Malami
Abubakar Malami has served in various capacities as legal practitioner, including as council and
magistrate in Kebbi State and as National Legal Adviser of the defunt Congress for Progressive
Change. Malami was actively involved in the formation of the All Progressives Congress. In 2014,
Malami contested for the governorship ticket of the All Progressives Congress in Kebbi State but
lost the primaries. He was then appointed as Minister for Justice and Attorney-General of Nigeria.

Minister of Labour and Employment - Chris Ngige
A medical doctor by profession, Chris Ngige graduated from the University of Nigeria-Nsukka.
Chris immediately went into the civil service, serving at the National Assembly and State House
clinics at different times. He also served as Deputy Director in the Federal Ministry of Health
followed by a strong political career since 2003, culminating in his appointment to President
Buhari’s cabinet.

Minister of Mines and Steel Development - Olamilekan Adegbite
Olamilekan Adegbite founded Lekan Adegbite Associates, a consulting firm where he was the Head;
and Adkon Limited, a ‘design and build’ company of which he was the Chief Executive Officer. He
also served as Commissioner for Works and Infrastructure in Ogun State. The professional
competence he exhibited during the period of his service as a Commissioner in Ogun State
contributed immensely to the rising profile of the State.

Minister of Niger Delta - Godswill Akpabio
Godswill Akpabio has worked in law and telecommunications before his political career. He has
served as Commissioner for Petroleum and Natural Resources before being elected as Governor of
the Akwa Ibom State in Nigeria. He served in various other high-ranking government positions
before his appointment to the cabinet.
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Minister of Science and Technology - Ogbonnaya Onu
Ogbonnaya Onu was the first Executive Governor of Abia State, Nigeria, and the National Chairman
of the All Nigeria Peoples Party. Prior to that, he had an extensive career in education in Nigeria. He
has studied in America at the University of California, Berkely and is a member of the Council for
the Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria.

Minister of Transportation - Rotimi Amaechi
Rotimi Amaechi completed the mandatory National Youth Service Corps and thereafter joined Pamo
Clinics and Hospitals Limited. He is also a director of several companies, including West Africa
Glass Industry Limited as well as Risonpalm Nigeria Limited. He has had an extensive political
career as the Speaker of the Rivers State House of Assembly and Governor of Rivers State in
Nigeria.
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